
Midway CDC is a non-profit community development
organization that works with partners (like Greater Greenmount
Community Association) for community change. Our strategic
focus  is on  transformational community building and
economic development projects in East Baltimore.  We
empower residents and restore neighborhoods through
cleaning, greening, and building as we strive to create a
community where all lives are valued, respected, and uplifted. 

Blueprint for Community Transformation
 a framework for strategic  action and partnership

Financial Fitness
an economic opportunity network for residents

Community Support
supported grassroots civic engagement and

community building efforts 

Recreation Council Pilot
community members committed to promote,

support, and ensure exceptional recreation

Good Neighbor Program
a system of accountability empowering community

Digital Equity
technology focused barrier elimination
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for more information, visit www.midwaycdc.org
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Dear Neighbors,

Whether you have just moved here or have lived in this community
for decades, East Baltimore Midway is home; and your home
matters.  Good people and tranquil surroundings can make an
ordinary place feel like a wonderful and welcoming oasis.  Well, I'm
sure many will agree that we could use a little help improving the
look and the feel of our current surroundings - and Midway CDC is on
a mission to help do that. 

Together, we can turn unmaintained blighted lots into assets any
neighborhood would be proud of.  As part of the Blueprint for
Community Transformation, Midway CDC is reclaiming and
transforming vacant and abandoned land into beautiful community
spaces (see images above).

We need you!  Scan the QR code to sign up for updates and alerts for
volunteer days, input and feedback sessions, design input surveys,
and general community news.  Let's revitalize East Baltimore Midway
and build a thriving and prosperous community together!

& 20th

410-844-1490

kchristian@midwaycdc.org
www.midwaycdc.org

Current conditions of the site located between the
1100 block of E. North Ave &  E 20th St. / 1900 block
of Kennedy & Aisquith.

Concept design to envision development potential
for the site.  Created by Ren Southard, Baltimore
City Department of Planning.


